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DEGENERATION OF K3 SURFACES,11

by

Kenji Nishiguchi

Introduction. This paper is a continuation of [7J. For the basic definitions and

notations, we refer to [7).

Let 11" : X ---+ tl = {t E. (11 t 1< c} be a semi-stable degeneration of K3

surfaccs. 'flic problcln wc study in thc prcscnt paper ia to find a "good lt Illodificatioll

'Ir ' : X I ---+ l::i of 1f: X ---+ /::,. and to describe the singular fiber X I 0 of such

1f' : X I ---+ .6. .

Several years ago, KUlikov [3J and Persson-Pinkham [8J proved that

1f: X --+ tl has a modification 1f' : X I --+ 6. such that 1f' is also semi-stable and

the canonical bundle K I of X I is trivial, provided that every component of thex

singular fiber Xo is algebraic (cf. Theorem 1.1). This Tr' : X' ---+ /::,. is considered as

a "good" modification of 1f: X --+ /::,. . lvloreover Kulikov [3J described the singular

fiber X I o· of 'Jr' : X I --+ /::,. , and classified it inta three types I, 11, II! (cf. Theorem

1.2). In [3], he also obtained a result about the monodromy for the degeneration of each

type I, 11, 111 (cf. Theorem 1.3).

We study a semi-stable degeneration 1f: X-t /::,. of K3 surfaces, in general,

without assuming that every cOlnponcnt of Xo is algebraic. Persson-Pinkham asked in

their paper [8] whether or not the above theorem due to Kulikov and Persson-Pinkham

(Le., Theorem 1.1) would hold in this general analytic case. We 'know that the answer is
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no. Namely t the previous paper [7] showed that there exists 1r: X ----t ß of which no

semi-stable modification has trivial canonical bundle, and moreover that such a

degeneration 11": X --. ß must contain a Hopf surface or a (CB)-surface (see [6] for

the defini tion) in the singular fi ber Xo (cf. Theorem 1.4). This 11": X~ tl has 00

"good ll modificatioo at all in the above sense. In [7], it ia also proved that;:if a

semi-stable degeneration of K3 surfaces has trivial canonical bundle and containa a

non-algebraic surface in the singular fiber, then it ia classified into three types, 11' t 111',

11' +IIl' (cf. Theorem 1.5). § 1 reviews these resul ts.

This paper mainly treats with a semi-stable degeneration 1r: X ---+ ß of K3

surfaces of which uo semi-stable modification has trivial canonical bundle. As mentioned

above, such adegeneration 11": X ----t /). contains a Hopf sUlface or a (CB)-surface in

the singular fiber. In § 2 (resp. § 3), we shall construct examples of 11": X ----t /). which

contains a Hopf surface (resp. a (CB)--surface) and corresponds to adegeneration of

each type I, 11 or III in algebraic casei The type of this 1f: X ----+ /). will be named

N NN NNN N NN NNN

10 , 11 0 or 111 0 (resp. 11 , II! or III!).

§ 4 gives several conjectures about the structure of a semi-stable degeneration

1[' : X -----+ /). of K3 sUlfaces. The final one of the conjectures says that auy

1r: X ----+ /). would have a semi,table modification of type

N NN NNN N NN NNN

I I 11, 111 J 11' ) IU' I 11' +III' , 10 I I 10 I I 10 ) I 1) I I! or I I I l'

(Sec Conjccture 4.8.)

Last we would like to make aremark about an application to the cassification

theory of higher dimensional complex manifolds. Using a certain semi-stable

degeneration of K3 surfaces of which no semi-stable modification has trivial canonical
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bundle, one "can easily construct a cOInpact complcx manifold Y of dimension thrce

such that the Kodaira dimension x(Y) = 0 but uo bimeromorphic "modei" Y' of Y

has trivial m-th pluricanonical bundle K y /
0

m = 1 for any positive integer m. This

phenomenon occurs first for complex manifolds of dimension three. Namely, let Z be a

compact complex manifold with x(Z) = 0 , in generalj if Z ia a surface, it ia classically

known that the minimal model Z' of Z has trivial m-th pluricanonical bundle

Kz,0
m = 1 for m = 12 . If Z is a projective 3-fold, it ia conjectured that there

would exist a "good minimal model" Z' of Z, whose rn-th pluricanonical bundle

KZ ,
0

rn = 1 would be trivial for large enough m. Recently, this conjecture was

partially proved by Miyaoka [4], where he used the above Theorem due to Kulikov and

Persson-Pinkham.
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§l.

In this section, we shall review some oe known results abou~ degenerations of K3

sUIfaces.

Let 11": X --+ li. .be a serni-titable degeneration oe K3 surfaces. Kulikov [3J and

Persson-Pinkham [8J studied 1f: X --+ ß under the assumption that every

component of the singular fiber Xo is algebraic, and they obtained the following result J

which is the first and most important breakthrough:

Theorem 1.1 ([3J, [8J). Let 'Jr: X --+ ß be as above. Then 'Jr: X ---+ ß has

a modification 1[1: X I --+ ß such that 'Jrl is also semi-stable and the canonical

bundle K I of X I is trivial.x

Such a modification 1'i': X' --+ li. is considered as a "good modell! of the

original degeneration, and Kulikov [3] described the singular fiber of the model.

Namely,

Theorem 1.2 ([3]). Let 11": X ---+ 6. be a semi-stable degeneration of K3

surfaces such that Kx = 1 and every cornponent oe the singular fiber Xo is algebraic.

Then Xo is one of the following:

1. Xo is a K3 surface;
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11. Xo= V1 + ... + VN ' V!here V1 and VN are rational surfaces and

V2' ... ,VN-l are elliptic ruled surfaces. The double curves are all elliptic

curves. The dual graph 1r{XO) iS'given as follows •

._._----_.

III. Xo= V1 + ... + VN ' where all Vj'S are rational surfaces. The double

curves form a rational eyde on each surfaee Vi' The dual graph 1r{XO) is a

triangulation of a 2-sphere 52 .

Kulikov [3J also obtaincd a rcsult about thc monodroIny for degencrations of cach

type I, II, III. First we reeall the definition of the Picard-Lefsehetz transformation. For

a semi-stable dcgencration 1r: X --+ 6. of sUlfaces, let

*be a monodromy reprcscntation, and let P be the image of a generator of 1f1(60 ) = II .

P is called the Picard-LeCschetz transformation for 11": X --+ ß . Put N = log P .

Using the Hodg~ theory, Kulikov proved

Theoreln 1.3 ( [3J). Let 1r: X ----i 6. !Je a projeetive seIni-stable degeneration oe
K3 surCaces with Kx = 1 . Then we have

(i) if 11" is of type I, then N = 0 ;

(ii) jf 11" is of type 11, then N2 = 0, N f 0 ;

(iii) if 1[" is oI type UI, then N3 = 0, N
2 :J: 0 .
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Now we shall study a semi-stable degeneration of K3 sucfaces without assuming

that every component of the singular fiber is algebraic. Then Theorem 1.1 is generalizcd

as follows:

Theorem l.4. Let 1[": X ---t ß be a semi-stable degeneration of K3 surfaces.

Then there exists a semi-stable modification 1f': X' ---t ß of 1r: X ---t ß such

that 1f' satisfies one of the following:

(1)

(2)

(3)

K' is trivialx

the singular fiber Xo contains, as a component, a IIopf surface on which

the double curves are just one elliptic curve,

the singular fiber Xo contains, as a component, a (Cll)-surface (see

Nishiguchi [6J for the definition of a (CB)-surface).

Furthermore, we have examples of all cases, and the case (1) ia disjoint !rom both the

cases (2) and (3).

This' theorem easily follows {rom Theorem l.I, the proof of Theorem 1.1 and

Proposition 1.4 all in Nishiguchi [7]. ExaInples of the cases (2) and (3) are givcn in § 4

of [7). For further examples, see also Nishiguchi [5], § 5 of [7] and §§ 2, 3, 4 of trus

paper.

As in Theorem 1.2 for the algebraic ea~e, one can elassify adegeneration of the ease

(1), Le., a semi-stable degeneration of K3 surfaces with trivial canonical bündle, even

if it contains a non-algebraic surface in its singular fiber:
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Theorem 1.5 ([7]). Let 1r: X -t 6. be a semi-stable degeneration of K3

surfaees with Kx = 1 . We assume that the singular fiber Xo eontaina a non-algebraie

surface. Then, after suitable Mod land Mod 11 (see Kulikov [3] for their definition),

Xo beeomes one of the following:

I (see Theorem 1.2), 11' , IlI' , 11' + 111' .

Here we define

11' . Xo= V1 + ... + VN ,where V1 and VN are rational surfaees and

V2 ' ... JVN-1 are relatively minimal elliptie ruled surfaees or Hüpf surfaees. The double

curves are all elliptie curves. The dual graph 7r{XO) ia as followB.

e_e e

For the types 111' and 11' + III' , we shall not repeat their definition (see Theorem

2.1 in [7]), but we give the following

. Conjecture-Definition 1.6. (i) In the singular fiber Xo of adegeneration

11": X --+ ß of type 111', there exists just one hyperbolic Inoue surface, and all the

othcr eOlnponcnts are rational surfaccs. Qnly such a dcgencration will be called of type

Ill' in this paper. Namely one has

111'. Xo= VI + ... + VN + V0 J where Vi(l 5 i 5 N) is a rational surface and

V0 is a hyperbolic Inoue surface. The double curves form a rational eycle on each

rational surface Vi(l 5 i 5 N) and exactly two rational cycles on the hyperbolie Inoue
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surface V0. Thc dual graph 1r{XO) ie a triangulation oC a one-point union oe two

52,s:

where P corresponds to the component V0 and points in 52 other than P

correspond to the components Vi'S (1 :5 i ~ N) .

(ii) In the singular fiber Xo of adegeneration 1f: X ----t 6. of type Il' + 111' J

there exist no hyperbolic Inoue surfaces but several parabolic Inoue surfaces. Qnly such a

degeneration will be called of type 11' + 111' . Narnely one has

11' + 1II~ Xo= VI + ... + VN + VO(l) + ... + VO(M) , where Vi(l:5 i ~ N) is

a rational surface or a relatively minimal clliptic ruled sUICace, and V0(j) (1 :5 j :5 M) is

a parabolic Inoue surCace. The dual graph 1r(XO) ia a triangulation of a one-point union

of an 52 and several Hoe segments L/s (1 ~ j :5 M) ,where each Lj sterns from a

distinct point P. on thc 2-sphere 82 i The point P. corresponds to the component
J J

V0(j) (j = l''''JM) , a point in S2 other than Pj's corresponds to a rational surface,

and a point in L. other than P. corresponds to a relatively minimal elliptic ruled
J J

surface unless it is an edge point of the triangulation oe Lj which then corresponds to a

rational surface. The double curves on each camponent cansist of an elliptic curve

and/oI a rational eyele.

There are exanlples of degenerations of all types 11' , 111' , ll' + 111' . See § 3

of Nishiguchi [7J, and also Example 1.8 below.

We now have the following luore general conjecture than the above 1.6, which

would naturally give rise to the restrietion of the number of byperbolic Inoue surfaces in

tbe singular :fi ber:
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Conjecture 1.7. Let 1(": X -J ~ be a semi-stable degeneration of K3 surfaces,

Xo= IJ Vi the irreducible decomposition of the singular fiber Xo ' and Di the divisor
. ,

of all double curves on Vi . Assume that one of Di '8 has a negative definite intersection

matrix. Then the others of Di's da not have a negative definite or semi-definite

intersection matrix.

The intersection matrix of curves on a hyperbolic Inoue surface or a (CB) - surface

is negative definite, and moreover, that on any non-algebraic surCace is negative definite

or semi-defini te. Therefore, Conject ure 1.7 says

Gon jecture 1.7' . Ir the singular fiber Xo of a semi-ßtable degeneration

1f : X -. ~ of K3 surfaces contains a hyperbolic Inoue surface or a (CD) - surface,

then the other components in Xo are algebraic.

On the other hand, the interseetion matrix of all curves on a parabolic Inoue

surface is not definite, and one has an example of adegeneration of type 11' + II!'

which contains two parabolic Inoue surfaces in the singular fiber. In fact, we have

Example 1.8. Let V0(j) (j = 1,2) be a parabolic Inone snnace with the following ,

configuration of curves:

V(j)· A(j)
O' 1

(j=1)2)
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where AP) (i = 1,2,3) is a non-tiingular rational curve !p!, Aij ) ia a non-singular

elliptic curve, the canonical bundle KV(j) ia

o

and thc number near a CUIve in the picture denotes the self-intersection number of that

curve (ta keep this convention throughout this paper).

Let Vi (i = 1,2,3) .be a rationai surface with the following configuration of !pl,s :

B.
1

-1

y. : A{1)
110

-1

where KV. = - AP) -Af2) - Bi - Bi+! .
1

Let V3+j (j = 1,2) be a rational surface with the elliptic curve Aij) whose

normal bündle is

*
NAij)IV3+j - [NAij)Iv~j)J '

where Ky = - A(j) .
3+j 4.

Now we construct a two-dimensional variety Xo with only normal crossings by

gIlling thc surfaces Vi (i = 1, ... ,5) and v~j) (j = 1,2) along the corresponding curves.
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Then, aB in·· ThcorcIll 4.4 in Nishiguchi [7J, Xo can be made the singular fiber of a

semi-stable degeneration 71': X ----i II of K3 aurfaces J by using the deformation

theory due to Friedman [1]. It ia clear that Kx = 1 and 11' ia of type 11' + 111' .

Nex.t we would like to consider the monodromy for a aemi-stable degeneration of

K3 surfaces with trivial canonical bundle when it ia not necessarily projective. Eut

nothing ia known about this so rar, and we only have

Conjecture 1.9. Let 71': X ----i 6. be a.semi-stable degeneration of K3 surfaces

with Kx = 1 . As in Theorem 1.3, let N = log P where P ia the Picard-Lefschetz

transformation for 71'. Then

(i) if 1[" is of type I, then N = 0 ;

(ii) if 11" is of type Ir or Ir' ,then N2 = 0, N 4= 0 ;

(iii) if 11" is of type IlI, IU' or 11' + IU' then N3 = 0, N2 4= o.

A main purpose of this paper is to study a semi-stable degeneration of K3

surfaces which has no semi-stable modification with trivial canonical bündle, i.e., which

belongs to the case (2) and (3) in Theorem 1.4. The following two sections give examples

of the cases (2) and (3), which look like degenerations of types I, II, 111 in Theorem

1.2.
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§2.

In tms scction) we construct exaznpica of scnu---stable degenerations of K3 surfaces

in the case (2) of Theorem 1.4. Those degenerations contain a Hopf surface in the

singular fiber and have no semi-stable modification with trivial canonical bundle. The

first example of the following was obtained in [7], but the others are new.

Examole 2.1. Let V0 be an elliptic Hopf surface Ho' By definition) Ho is

(2 _ {O} / < g > ) where g is the automorphism of (2 - {O} in the form:

g : (z l,z2) H (Cl z1tU z2) j Cl E. (, 0 < I0 I < 1 .

Let E be a fiber oe Ha . Note that KV = - 2E and all fibres are isomorphie to the·
o

elliptic curve E = ( - {o} / < Q > .

Let VI be an elliptic K3 surrace with the elliptic curve E as a smooth fiber.

We construet a two diInensional variety Xo with only normal crossings by gluing

V0 and VI along the cOlresponding curve E as folIows.

Then, by using the deformation theory due to Friedman [IJ J Xo cau be made the

singular fiber of a semi-stable degeneration 1r : X ---t 6. of K3 surfaees. The

canonical bundle K of X is wri t ten as K = Vo.x x
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Example 2.2. Let V0 and E be as in Example 2.1.

Let VI and V2 be elliptic rational surfaces with an elliptic curve E' as smooth

fiOOrs on them. Assume that VI has the elliptic curve E as a smooth fiber.

We construct a variety Xo with only normal crossings by gIuing V0' VI and

V2 along the corresponding curves E and E' as follows~

Then, as in Example 2.1, Xo is the singular fiber of a semi-titable degeneration

11": X --+ ß of K3 surfaces with Kx = V0 .

Example 2.3. Let V0' VI' V2 I E and E'be as in Example 2.2. Put thc

elliptic curve E' = ( - {O}/ < Cl I > , 0 I E. (, 0 < ICl I I < 1 .

Let V3 be an elliptie Hopf surface II I • Recall that all fibers of H I area a- .

isomorphie to «: - {O}/ < a' > . Ey abuse of notation, distiet two fibers are denoted by

the same E' .

We canstruet a variety Xo with only normal crossings hy gluing V0' VI' V2

and V3 along the correspondillg eurvcs as fallows.
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Then Xo is the singular fiber of a semi-stable degeneration 1r: X --+ ß of K3

surfaces with Kx = y 0 .

Example 2.4. Let Y0 and E be as in Example 2.1.

Let VI be a rational elliptic surface with the configuration of curves as followB.

Here the elliptic curve E lies on V 1 as a SJllooth fiber; Al' A2 and A3 are !pl,s

and form a singular fiber of type 1
3

j and Ky = - Al - A2 - A
3

.
1

Let Yi(i = 2)3,4) be a rational surface with the following configuration of lPI,s:

C.
1

y.
]

(i = 2,3,4)

-1

Ai -1 0 0 Bi -l (C4 = Cl)

-1

where Ky = - A. 1 - D. 1 - C. - C'+ l .• ]- ]- 1 ]
1 .

Let V5 be a rational sUlface with the following configuration of 1P
1

,s :
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where Ky = - BI - B2 - B3 .
5

We construct a variety Xo with only normal crossing by gluing Vi(O:S i :S 5)

along the corresponding curves as folIows.

... ........
.....

Then Xo is the singular fiber of a semi-stable degeneration 11'": X ----i iJ. of K3

surfaces with Kx = Y0 .

Example 2.5. Let Yj(O ~ i ~ 4) J E J Aj , Bj and C}I ~ j ~ 3) be as in

Example 2.4. As Y5 J the rational surface is replaced by a parabolic Inoue surface.

Namely, let Y5 be a parabolic Inoue surface with the following configuration of curves:

E'
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where E' is an elliptic curve and Ky = - E' - B1 - B2 - B3 .
5

Let V6 be a rational surface with the elliptic curve E' whose normal bundle is

where Ky =-E' .
6

We construct a variety Xo with only normal crossings by gIlling Vi(O 5 i 5 6)

along the corresponding curves as folIows.

Then Xo is the singular fiber of a senll-stable degeneration 1f: X --+!1 of K3

surfaces with Kx = V0 .
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§ 3.

In tWs scction J we give thr~ exalnplcs of semi-titable degenerations of K3

surfaces belonging to the case (3) of Theorem 1.4. Namely those degenerations contain

(CB) - surfaces in the singular fibers. They seem to correspond to degenerations of types

I, 11 and 111 in algebraic case (see Theorem 1.2). We remark that the first example was

obtained in Nishiguchi [7J, but the others are new.

Example 3.1. As in ExaInple 4.3 in [7J J let S be a (CE) - surface with the

following configuration of [pl,s:

where the canonical bundle Ks of S is written as

In fact, such a surIace S can be obtaincd as adefonnation of thc blowing-up oI the

Hopf surface in Example 2.1, or equivalently constructed as a surface containing a global

spherical shell (GSS for short). For more detail of the construction of S , see Kato [2J.

Let ZI be a K3 suraces with the configuration of IPI,s as follows.
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-2 Dm

-2

1

Then we have

Theorem 3.2. The (CE) - surface Sand the K3 surface ZI can be

simultaneously made components of the singular fiber of a semi-stable degeneration of

K3 surfaces.

This is nothing but TheoreIIl 4.4 in [7].

Remark 3.3. As mentioned also in Remark after Theorem 4.4 in [7J f the Picard

number of a K3 sUlface is less than 21, hence we have m ~ 10 . For m ~ 9 J there

exists such a K3 surface ZI J but for m = 10 , the existence ia not known.

Next we construct a serni-stable degeneration of K3 surfaces which contains a

(CB) - surface and "a variety of type ll" (see Theorem 1.2) in the singular fiber.

Example 3.4. Let S, Ai and Bi (1 $ i ~ m) be the (CB) - surface and the

curves on it as in Example 3.1.

Let ZII be a two-dirnensional variety ZII = R1 +~ with only normal

crossingsj R1 and R2 are rational surfaces joining along a non-singular elliptic curve
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E J and they have the following configuration oe curves:

-2

.D I -2

Cl
- F -1

R 1 E
I

·~n1
-2 ::D

1

where Cj , Dj (1 ~ j ~ n1 + n2) and Fj(j = 1,2) are 1I'1,s; F1 and C
n1

+n
2

sprout

from the same point on E in Zn; So do C
n1

and F2 ; The canonical bundles of R 1

and R2 are KR = - E, KR = - E .
1 2

Then we have

Theorem 3.5. The (CB) - surCace Sand tbe variety ZII with n1 + n2 = TIl

and II + .t2 = 2 can be siInultaneously sit in the singular fiber of a senll-fitable

degeneration of K3 surCaces.

ProoC. We 'construct the degeneration in the similar way to § 2 and [7, §§ 4, 5J .

So we ooly describe each component which is in the singular fiber.

Let Vi(l 5 i 5 01 - 1 t n1 + 1 :5 i 5 01 + 02 - 1) be a rational surface with tbc

following configuration oe [pl,s :
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C.
1

-2
y.: G. -1-2 Gi+11 1

0

1

where Ky = - G. - G'+1 - 2C. - I. .
• 1 1 1 1
1

Let V be a rational surface with the following coofiguration of !pIJs :
°1

where KV = - Gn - G - 2F - 2C - I .
TI

l
1 n1+1 2 °1 °1

Similarly, let V = Y be a rational surface with the following
n1+o2 m

configuration of !pl,s :

Y :G
m m -2 I1

m 0
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where Ky = - G - G - 2F - 2C - I
m m 11m m'

These Vi (1 5 i 5 fi1 + D 2 = m) are obtained by blowing up Ir! x 0)1 . lt is easy

to find the blowing-upsJ and Ieft to the reader.

Let Ui (1 5 i 5 m) be a projective plane 1P2 with the following configuration of

lines:

1LIi
1U. :

1

B.
1

where Ku = - B. - 21I..
• 1 1
1

SimilarlYI let Wj(l ~ i ~ m) be a 1P2 with the following configuration of liues:

1
D.

1

where KW = - I. - 2D..
. 1 1
1

NOWJ gluing S I RjO = 1,2), Vi' Ui and Wi(l ~ i ~ m) along the

corresponding curves, we obtain a two-dimensional variety Xo with only normal

crossings. As in § 2, the deformation theory (cf. Friedman [1]) shows that Xo is the

singular fiber of a semi-stable degeneration 1[" : X --+ ß of K3

surfaces. Q.E.D.

Remark 3.6. (i) By the adju_nction formula, the canonical bundle K of thcx

above X is wri t teu as
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m m

K = 28 + l u. + 1: v. + 1: w.
x '11 '1 1 '1 1

1= 1= 1=

(ii) As in Remark 3.3, one has a restriction on m = D 1 + n2 } Le.} there does not

exist ZII with large n1 and n2 . In fact, we have m = n1 + n2 5 8 . More precisely,

Proposition 3.7. Under the above notation, we mnst have

n1 ~ 4 and n2 ~ 4 .

Furthermore there exists such a variety ZII witb t 1 + ,f,2 = 2 for any n1 :5 4 and

D 2 :5 4 .

!IQQ.f. Tbe former easily follows from the Hodge index theorem. In order to prove

the latter, it is enough to find R1 with ,f,l = 1 for any u1 ~ 4 . Here we only

construct the rational surface R1 with ,f,1 = 1 and u2 = 4 , because R1 with u1 ~ 3

is, as easily seen, obtained by suitable blowing-ups and blowing-downs of RI with

u1 = 4.

We start with (p2 J a non-singular cubic curve E and two lincs LI and L2 with

the configuration as in thc first picture below, and then proceed on thc blowing-ups at

the points indicated 0 in the following picturcs.

[p2 :
E
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-2

-2

(Here a dotted line means an ex.ceptional curve of the first kind which does not appear

explicitly in the configuration of curves on R1 .) We used the same symbol E for the

original cubic curve E and its proper tran~form8. Then note that the canonical bundle

K of the surface at every stage satisfies K = - E .

Thus we obtain the rational surface

ZII = R1 + R2 ' which is desired.

Q.E.D.

and therefore the variety

Finally, we constructed a selui-stable degeneration of K3 surfaces which contains

a (CH) - sUlface and a "variety of type IIIl! (cf. Theorem 1.2) in the singular fi ber.

Example 3.8. Let S J Ai and Bi(l ~ i ~ m) be as in Example 3.1.

Let ZrII be a t wo-dimensional variety Znr = T1 + T2 + T3 +. T4 with only

normal crüssingsj The T .'s (1 ~ j ~ 4) are rational surfaces with the following
J

configuration of 1P1,s :
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and the Tj '8 (1 5 j 5 4) meet one a~other transvers.ally along the curves with the same

namej F1 and C
UI

+n
2

sprout !rom the same point on EI in ZrII j 50 do F2 and

C
n1

; The canonical bundles of Ti's are KT1 = - EI - E2 - E3

KT = - EI - E4 - ES' KT = - E2 -E4 - E6 J KT = - E3 - ES - E6 .
2' 3 4

Then we have

Theorem 3.9. The (CD) - surface 5 and thc variety ZIII with n1 + n2 = m ,

.e..i I) + ti2) = 4 and trI) + tr2) = 2 (k = 2, ... ,6) can be simultaneously sit in thc

singular fiber of a semi-stable degeneration of K3 surfaces.
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.5, it ia enough to describe each component

which will be in the singular fiber. Eut componenta we need here are exact1y the same as

berore. Namely, let Vi" Vi and Wi(l ~ i ~ m) be thc rational surfaees in the proof of

Theorem 3.5. Then, by gluing S, T j(l 5 j ~ 4) J Vi J Vi and Wi(l ~ i ~ m) along

the corresponding curves, we construet a variety 'XO with only normal erossings. Duc to

thc deformation theory, one obtains a semi-stable degeneration 11'": X ---+ /). of K3

•

surfaces whose singular fiber is isomorphie to the variety XO' Q.E.D.

Remark 3.10. (i) Ey the adjunetion formula, the canonical bundle K of thex

above X is written as

m m m

K = 25 + L u. + L v. + 1: W..
x '1 1 '1 1 '111= 1= 1=

(ii) As in Remarks 3.2 and 3.6 (ii), one also has a restrietion on m = fi l + n2 '

Le., there does not exist ZnI with largc n1 and n2 . In fact, we have

.m = fi l + n2 ~ 8 , again. More preciscly,

Proposition 3.11. Vndcr thc same notation, one must have

Moreover, therc exists such a variety ZIn with

t~l) + t~2) = 2 (k = 2,." ,6) for any fi1 $ 4 and n2 :$ 4.

and

Proof. As in thc proof of Proposi tion 3.7, thc former part follows {rom thc Bodge
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index theorem, and in order to prove the laUer part, it is sufficient to give an example o[

-1

T

-2

1c +---

2
IR:

ZIII for thc maximal case n1 = n2 = 4 :

To construct Tl' we start with a projcctive plane 1P2
I a non-singular conic curve

C and three lines LI" L2 , L3 with the configuration as in thc first picture below,

where K 2 = - C - LI ' and thcn we procccd on thc blowing-ups at thc points
IP

indicated by 0 in the following pictures.

(For a dot ted line, see tbe proof of Proposi tion 3.7.) Clearly the above Tl has the

canonical bundle KT = - EI - E2 -:- Ea as desired. Thus one. gets the rational surface
1

Let T 2 be the copy of TI with the different names of curves as follows:
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where KT = - EI - E4 - ES .
2

Next we construct T 3 as folIows: We take [p 2 t a non-ßingular conic curve Cl

and a line LI, where K 2::: - Cl - LI t and then blow up the [P 2 as follows.
lP

Cl t-f--lP 2: -<S)-----a---,..-

Clearly KT = - E2 - E4 - E6 ' as desired. Thus the rational surface T3 is obtained.
3

Let T4 be the copy of T3 wi th the different names of curves as follows:

where KT = - E3 - ES - Eß .
4

We put ZrIr == Tl + T2 + T3 + T4 ' which is desired. Q.E.D.
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§ 4.

In §§ 2 and 3) we obtained examplcB of non-algebraic degenerations of K3 surfaces,

which seem to correspond to algebraic degenerations of types I, 11, 111. For such

non-algebraic degenerations of K3 surfaces, we shall also define the types r0' 110, irr0

and the types rl' .ilI' 1'1'1l' where degenerations of the former three types contain a

Hopf sunace as examples in § 2 and ones of the latter three types contain a (CB)-surface

as in § 3. Ta define those types, we must first make a preliminary

Definition 4.1. Let 'K': X --t 6. be a scmi-stable degneration of surfaces. Let

y = V1 + ... + Vk be a set of some components in the singular fiber Xo and

Z = Vk+l + ... + VAl a set of other ~olnponcnts than Y in Xo' Le., Y+Z = Xo.

(1) Y is called a Hopf-set if

a) Y n Z = E ,where E is a non-fiingular elliptic curve on Vk and Vk+1 '

b) Y has no tripie point, and the double curves on each component consist of disjoint

elliptic curves. The dual graph K(Y) of Y is a tree,

c) Components which correspond to edge points in thc tree 1r(Y) and which are

different !rom a component Vkare Hopf surfaces) and thc other components are Hopf

surfaces .or relatively minimal elliptic ruled surfaces.

(2) Y is called a (CB)-set if

a) Y n Z = D J where D consists of a rational cyeIe and trees of !pl,s sprouting from

the rational cycle, (Note that D is not necessarily on a single component.)

b) Y contains just one (CB)-surface, and the other components of Y are rational

surraces,

c) The dual graph K(Y) of Y is topologically contractible.
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Now we can give the following

Definition 4.2. Let w-: X --+ 6. be a semi-fitable degeneration of K3 surfaces,

and Xo its singular fiber. Thcn we dcfine types of 7r: X --+ f:,. aB follows:

1'0' Xo = y + ZJ where Y consists of several (at least one) disjoint Hopf-sets

and Z ia a K3 surface or an elliptic surface with Kodaira dimension K. = 1 obtained

from an elliptic K3 surface by a logarithmic transformation along a sIDooth fiber.

1'1'0' Xo= Y + Z J where Y consists of several (at least oue) disjoint Hopf-sets

and Z is a two-dimensional variety with the configuration of normal crossing

cOlnponents which is sanle as that of the singular fiber in adegeneration of type II Of 11'

(see Theorems 1.2 Of 1.5 respectively). We sball simply call such Z a variety of type II

or 11' .

1'1'1'0' Xo= y + Z ,where Y consists of several (at least one) disjoint lIopf-sets

and Z is a variet~ oftype III or 11' +llI'(see Theorems 1.2 or.1.5 respectively).

l'l' Xo= Y + Z ,where Y is a (CB)-set and Z ia a K3 surface.

t1l' Xo= Y + Z , where Y is a (CB )-set and Z ia a variety of type II.

1'1'f1', Xo= Y + Z J where Y is a (CB)-set and Z is a variety of type II!.

Remark 4.3. (i) An example of each type can be found as folIows:

type 10 with Z a K3 surface, in Example 2.1j

type 10 with Z an e1liptic surface of K. = 1 , in Nishiguchi [5] j

type t10 with Z of type 11, in Example 2.2j

type f1'o with Z of type 11' J in Example 2.3;

type 1'110 with Z of type III, in Example 2.4;

type 1'110 with Z of type 11' +III' , in Example 2.5;

type r1 J in Example 3.1;
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type 111 , in Exaluplc 3.4;

type rrr1 ' in Example 3.8 .

(ii) There exist degenerations of types r0' t10' 1'1'1'0 with more than oue

Hopf-sets. One cau easHy construct such examples with minor change on Examples

2.1-2.5.

(iii) It is proposed that

(a) in the definitions of types rl' 'r1'1 and 1'1'11 ,Y should not consist of more

than aue (CB)-sets;

(b) in the defini tion of type irr0 1 Z should not be of type 111' ;

(c) in the defini tion of type 11'1 ,Z should not be of type 11' ;

(cl) in the defini tion of type 1'1'1'1 ' Z should not by of type 111' or 11' +IlI' .

These (a)-(d) would be relevant because of Conjecture 1.7'.

The previous paper [7] also gave several examples of semi-stable degenerations of

K3 surfaces which contain, iu thc singular fi ber, a (CB)-surface S belonging to cert ain

series, especially every (CB)-surface containing a GSS with the second Betti number

b 2(8) ~ 5 . But those degenerations were all of type either l'1 or Ir1 . Now we can

construct degenerations of any type i l' 111 or ill1for each of such (CB)-surfaces S

above. The constructions are very simHar to those in § 3 and [7, § 5], so Ieft to the

reader. In particular, ooe cau prove the following theorem which is a generalization of

Corollary 5.8 in [7]:

Theorem 4.4. Let S be a (CB)-surface containing a G8S with b 2(8) 5 5 . Then

S can be made a component in the singular fiber of a semi-fitable degeneration of K3

surfaces of any type l'l' 1'11 or 1'111 .
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We can now raise the following conjecture about the structure of a semi-stable

degeneration of K3 surfaces in the cases (2) and (3) of Theorem 1.4. The conjecture

would be a working hypothesis in the study of non-algebraic degenerations of K3

surfaces.

Conjecture 4.5. Let ~: X -+!1 be a semi-fitable degeneration of K3 surfaces.

Then ~: X ---+!1 has no semi-stable modification with trivial canonical bundle if

and only if ~: X -+!1 has a mo~fication of type 1'0' 1'T0' 1'1"}'0' Tl' 1'1'1 or 11"1'1 .

Remark 4.6. "Ir' part in Conjecture 4.5 is easily verified by virtue of the proof of

Theorem 1.1 in Nishiguchi [7].

Next we also have only a conjecture about the monodromy for adegeneration of

each type in Definition 4.2. The conjecture says that the analogue to Theorem 1.3 and

Conjecture 1.9 wquld be true for a semi-stable degeneration of K3 surfaces which has no

semi-stable modification wi th tri vial canonical bundle.

Conjecture 4.7. Let Ir: X --t!:t be a semi-stable degeneration of K3 surfaces,

and N as in Theorem 1.3. Then

(i)

(ii)

(iii )

if If is of type 1. (i = 0,1) ,then N = 0 ;
1

if Ir is of type Tri (i = 0,1) ,then N
2 = 0, N f. 0 ;

if ~ is of type 1'l'l'i (i = 0,1) , then N3 = 0 , N2 4= 0 .

Finally, by summing up Conjectures 1.7', 1.9,4.5, 4.7 and Theorems 1.1-1.5, one

obtains
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Conjecture 4.8. Let w": X -----+ 6. be a semi-stable degeneration of K3 surfaces.

Then '" has a modification of one of .the following types:

I (d. 1.2), 't'0 (4.2), 1'1 (4.2), CI

11 (1.2), 11 '(1.5), 1'10 (4.2), 110(4.2), CII

111 (1.2), III I (1.6), II I +111 I (1.6), T1'io(4.2), tii1 (4.2) CIII

(Here we divided the types I,. ...,!il'1 into three classes Cl' Cn and CIII aB above.)

Moreover, let N = log P ,where P is the Picard-Lefschetz transformation far 7(.

Then we have

(i) if '" is of a type in CI' then N = 0 ;

(ii) if 1f is of a type in Cll , then N2 = 0, N*"O i

(iii) if 1(" is of a type in CIII ' then N3 = 0 , N
2 f 0 .
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